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								What our clients are saying about us


								We have established longterm and stable partnerships with various clients thanks to our excellence in solving their automotive needs!


								
									
										More Reviews
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									Chris at the front desk was super friendly and informative, and clearly explained everything really well. Normally I go to car mechanics and feel intimidated or talked down to, but I had a GREAT experience here, definitely will come again for future car needs! [image: quotes-image]

                                                                         Zara Souvanlasy






, 03/15/2024
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									We have been dealing with Chris and the guys at Garner Auto Specialists for years. They are friendly, honest, straight up, knowledgeable, experienced and totally professional. We highly recommend them![image: quotes-image]


                                                                        Don Schaap



, 03/14/2024
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						1530 Benson Rd
Garner, NC 27529
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Call today at 919-773-8880 or come by the shop at 1530 Benson Rd, Garner, NC, 27529. Ask any car or truck owner in Garner who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Garner Auto Specialists.
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